was approximately half of the controls, the distribution of their remaining strength over the fingers and phalanges did not differ, indicating evenly distributed grip force reduction over the entire hand.
Introduction
Currently, more than 7 million stroke survivors reside in the USA (Roger et al. 2012 ). Many of these stroke survivors suffer from impaired motor function in their hands and arms (Parker et al. 1986; Gray et al. 1990; Nakayama et al. 1994) . Loss of hand function leads to dependency on others to complete both simple and complex daily living activities. Many studies examined how pinch grip control is altered after stroke Nowak et al. 2003; McDonnell et al. 2006) . However, many stroke survivors suffering from severe impairment can grasp only with a power grip and cannot perform a pinch grip due to impaired finger individuation (Gowland et al. 1995; Lang and Schieber 2004b ). Yet, currently little knowledge is available on altered power grip after stroke, other than a reduced power grip strength (Boissy et al. 1999) .
Power grip characteristics, such as phalanx force direction and force distribution over the hand, may differ poststroke. Biomechanics studies have shown that not only the action of the long finger flexor muscles but also the action of the extensor muscles and intrinsic hand muscles are important for controlling the force direction and distribution (Li et al. 2000; Valero-Cuevas et al. 2000) . Altered neurological activation of the muscles controlling the hand has previously been observed for stroke survivors leading Abstract Many stroke survivors with severe impairment can grasp only with a power grip. Yet, little knowledge is available on altered power grip after stroke, other than reduced power grip strength. This study characterized stroke survivors' static power grip during 100 and 50 % maximum grip. Each phalanx force angular deviation from the normal direction and its contribution to total normal force was compared for 11 stroke survivors and 11 agematched controls. Muscle activities and skin coefficient of friction were additionally compared for another 20 stroke and 13 age-matched control subjects. The main finding was that stroke survivors gripped with a 34 % greater phalanx force angular deviation of 19° ± 2° compared to controls of 14° ± 1° (p < .05). Stroke survivors' phalanx force angular deviation was closer to the 23° threshold of slippage between the phalanx and grip surface, which may explain increased likelihood of object dropping in stroke survivors. In addition, this altered phalanx force direction decreases normal grip force by tilting the force vector, indicating a partial role of phalanx force angular deviation in reduced grip strength post-stroke. Greater phalanx force angular deviation may biomechanically result from more severe underactivation of stroke survivors' first dorsal interosseous and extensor digitorum communis muscles compared to their flexor digitorum superficialis or somatosensory deficit. While stroke survivors' maximum power grip strength to altered muscle activation patterns with underactivated intrinsic and extensor muscles and hyperactive long flexor muscles (Kamper and Rymer 2001; Kamper et al. 2003; Lang and Schieber 2004b; Cruz et al. 2005) . These altered muscle activation patterns may disrupt the delicate balance among multiple hand muscles necessary for force directional control or natural force distribution during power grip (Li et al. 2001; Kutch and Valero-Cuevas 2011) , leading to reduced phalanx force control. Alternatively, changes in skin frictional properties, if there are any after stroke potentially due to reduced limb use or altered autonomic nervous system function (Harms et al. 2011) , could affect the slipperiness of the finger skin against the grip surface and modify grip force control as it did for aging adults (Cole 1991) . Because altered grip post-stroke could be biomechanically explained by an altered activation pattern of the muscles controlling the fingers or could be explained by altered physiological skin properties affecting the skin friction, an additional study was conducted to determine whether altered muscle activation patterns or skin coefficient of friction accompanied stroke survivors' power grip.
These stroke-related changes could affect power grip characteristics such as phalanx force direction and force distribution over the hand, which can lead to the decreased object stability and object dropping that is frequently observed in persons with impaired hand function (Pazzaglia et al. 2010) . Stable grip requires that phalanx force not deviate from the direction normal to a gripped object's surface by more than an angle defined as the "cone of friction" (Fig. 1) , which is calculated as the arctangent of the coefficient of friction (COF) between finger skin and the object's surface (MacKenzie and Iberall 1994) . Phalanx force direction outside the cone of friction leads to finger slippage, which has been observed in stroke survivors during pinch grip (Seo et al. 2010 ). In addition, deviation from the typical grip force distribution of the highest force concentration on the distal phalanx directed toward the palm (Amis 1987; Kong and Lowe 2005; Lee et al. 2009 ) could result in reduced grip force (Seo et al. 2007) , object rotation out of the hand (MacKenzie and Iberall 1994; Kinoshita et al. 1997; Latash et al. 2002) , and discomfort (Gurram et al. 1993) .
Despite these important functional implications for grip stability and strength, knowledge is sparse on the extent of altered phalanx force direction and altered force distribution across the fingers and phalanges during power grip post-stroke. This knowledge gap is perhaps due to a lack of proper equipment. A recent development of an instrumented cylinder that has the capacity to measure not only normal force but also shear force from each phalanx and finger independently (Enders and Seo 2011) enables quantitative characterization of phalanx force direction and distribution during power grip post-stroke. This new information on post-stroke power grip characteristics can provide greater insight into stroke survivors' grip abnormality, especially the extent that altered phalanx force direction and distribution account for reduced whole-hand grip stability and strength.
The goal of this study was to characterize the altered power grip for people with stroke as compared with agematched neurologically intact (control) persons. The first experiment investigated the extent to which stroke survivors' phalanx forces deviated from the normal direction and the distribution of normal forces across the phalanges and fingers compared to controls during static power grip at 100 and 50 % maximum perceived effort. In addition, the ability to approximate 50 % of the maximum power grip force was examined to gauge potential role of somatosensation in altered power grip post-stroke. Upon observing greater phalanx force angular deviation post-stroke, the second experiment was performed to examine potential mechanisms for altered phalanx force direction by comparing hand muscle activity between stroke survivors and healthy controls. In addition, the COF between the finger skin and grip surface was measured to determine any decrease in skin slipperiness that might allow greater phalanx force angular deviation after stroke. Fig. 1 Stable grip without slippage requires that each phalanx's force not deviate from the direction normal to the object surface more than the cone of friction angle (θ), determined as arctangent of the coefficient of friction (COF) between the hand and grasped object (MacKenzie and Iberall 1994) . Phalanx force deviations outside the cone of friction can lead to hand-object slippage
Materials and methods

Subjects
Eleven chronic stroke survivors (mean age ± standard deviation (SD) = 64 ± 11 years) and 11 age-matched neurologically intact control subjects (65 ± 10 years) participated in experiment 1. Twenty chronic stroke survivors (mean age ± SD = 59 ± 11 years) and 13 age-matched control subjects (57 ± 8 years) participated in experiment 2. Roughly half of the participants were females for each experiment. Six of the subjects returned from experiment 1 to participate in experiment 2. All stroke survivors had time since stroke greater than 6 months. The mean motor impairment for the stroke survivors in both experiment 1 and experiment 2 was Stage 5 ± 2 out of the maximum score of 7 on the Chedoke-McMaster Stroke Assessment Hand Section (Gowland et al. 1995) . For the hand and wrist subdivision of the FuglMeyer Assessment (Fugl-Meyer et al. 1975) , the mean motor impairment was 20 ± 6 out of the maximum score of 24 for the stroke survivors in experiment 1 and 19 ± 5 in experiment 2. All subjects signed a consent form and followed a protocol approved by the institutional review board.
Procedure and analysis
Experiment 1 quantified phalanx force direction and distribution during 100 and 50 % maximum power grip for stroke survivors as compared to controls. Subjects sat in a chair with the elbow flexed at approximately 90° and the forearm horizontally rested on an arm rest. Subjects performed power grip at 100 and 50 % of their maximum perceived effort on a custom-made grip dynamometer (Enders and Seo 2011) for at least five seconds, while individual phalanges' normal force and shear force in the proximal-distal direction were recorded at 1000 Hz for one finger at a time. For each phalanx, normal and shear forces were measured using two sets of four strain gauges in a Wheatstone bridge configuration instrumented on a beam inside the custom-made grip dynamometer (Enders and Seo 2011) . Two grip efforts were examined to facilitate comparison with previous literature using maximum grip (Radhakrishnan and Nagaravindra 1993) and to include submaximal grip for its relevance to daily activities. No visual feedback was provided to the subjects during gripping. Subjects were instructed to grip in a consistent manner regardless of the finger being measured. Subjects' distal, middle, and proximal phalanges of the finger were aligned with the three measuring pads on the grip dynamometer during power grip. If subjects were unable to correctly align the fingers themselves, the experimenter assisted the subject by aligning their finger with the three pads. Stroke subjects' paretic hand and control subjects' nondominant hand were used because this hand often acts as the "stabilizing hand" to hold objects while opening containers or performing finer manipulation with the nonparetic or dominant hand (Sainburg 2005; Wang and Sainburg 2007) . In experiment 1, for four of the eleven stroke survivors, the paretic hand was considered the nondominant hand prior to the stroke event. The entire surface of the grip dynamometer was covered with a paper surface. Measurements of phalanx normal and shear forces for all five fingers at the two effort levels were repeated three times each to obtain averages.
For experiment 1 data analysis, phalanx force direction and normal grip force distribution were determined during a two-second static grip period with the highest grip force within each trial. The phalanx force angular deviation for each phalanx of each finger was quantified as the absolute arctangent of the ratio of mean shear force to mean normal force of that phalanx during the static grip period. A deviation of 0° indicates that phalanx force was in the normal direction, perpendicular to the grip surface with no shear force. Phalanx force deviation of either distal or proximal direction was noted separately. For the normal grip force distribution across the phalanges and fingers, the percentage contribution for each of the 14 individual phalanges of the hand to the total normal force was calculated during the same static grip period. The accuracy of approximating 50 % of the maximum grip was examined using the ratio of the sum of each phalanx's resultant forces during the 50 % maximum grip to that during the 100 % maximum grip. Resultant force was used in this analysis since subjects may use feedback from both the normal and shear forces to approximate 50 % of their maximum grip force.
After finding phalanx force deviation significantly increased for stroke survivors, a second experiment was carried out to determine whether altered deviation was the result of altered neurological control of the finger muscles or due to a potential change in skin friction. Experiment 2 was performed in the same setting, except that electromyography (EMG) from hand muscles was additionally recorded. EMG data from two extrinsic hand muscles, the extensor digitorum communis (EDC) and flexor digitorum superficialis (FDS), and one intrinsic muscle, the first dorsal interosseous (FDI), were recorded at 1000 Hz (Bortec Biomedical Ltd., Calgary, AZ). The EDC and FDS muscles were investigated to sample the extrinsic muscles, and the FDI was investigated to sample the intrinsic muscles, similar to previous studies (Kamper et al. 2003) , to determine whether altered phalanx direction was due to specific muscle group-specific underactivation post-stroke. Muscle activity during experiment 2 was measured from stroke survivors' paretic limb and the controls' nondominant hand. For experiment 2, for nine of the twenty stroke survivors, the paretic hand was considered the nondominant hand prior to the stroke event.
Skin was cleaned with alcohol swabs to reduce impedance before the bipolar surface electrodes were placed on the muscle bellies according to the literature (Basmajian 1989) . The maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) EMG level was also recorded twice for each muscle by performing maximum voluntary contractions against resistance. For the EMG analysis, the root-mean-square (RMS) EMG with a 20-ms moving window was calculated for the two-second static grip period with the highest grip force. These mean RMS values were further normalized by the RMS MVC for each muscle (%MVC). To examine altered muscle activation patterns poststroke, the relative FDI and EDC muscle activities in relation to the FDS muscle activity (calculated as the ratio of FDI to FDS EMG and that of EDC to FDS EMG in %MVC) were compared between stroke survivors and controls.
To compare the skin slipperiness between stroke survivors and healthy controls, the COF between the subjects' finger skin and the paper surface was measured during a series of finger drag tests. The subject's index finger tip was placed on a force transducer covered in paper, and the experimenter applied 2 N of normal force down on the finger tip, guided by a visual feedback display. Then, force was increased in the shear direction until the finger slipped. The shear to normal force ratio at the point of the slip then determined the COF for that subject's finger skin and the paper surface. COF was measured twice for each subject.
Statistical analysis
For experiment 1 results, two separate mixed-design analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests were used to examine whether the phalanx force angular deviation and normal force distribution varied significantly for the subject group, effort level, phalanx, finger, and interactions between the subject group and the effort level, the subject group and the phalanx, and the subject group and the finger. Once a significant subject group effect was found on the phalanx force angular deviation, Pearson correlation was performed to appreciate the relationship between the motor impairment levels (both in the Chedoke-McMaster Stroke Assessment Hand Section and the hand and wrist subdivision of the Fugl-Meyer Assessment) and the mean phalanx force deviation of stroke survivors. For the ability to estimate 50 % of maximum grip force, one-sample t test determined whether the ratio of grip force during 50 % perceived grip to that during maximum grip was significantly different from 50 % for each subject group.
For experiment 2, a mixed-design ANOVA was used to determine whether muscle activation, EMG (%MVC), significantly varied for subject group, effort level, muscle, and the interaction between group and effort and the interaction between group and muscle. To further investigate how muscle activation pattern is altered post-stroke, another mixed-design ANOVA was used to examine whether the relative FDI and EDC EMG (normalized to FDS EMG) varied significantly for the subject group, effort level, muscle, and interactions between the subject group and the effort level and between the subject group and the muscle. For the COF data, a two-sample t test determined whether the stroke survivors' COF differed from healthy controls. To ensure normality, a square-root transformation was applied to the phalanx force deviation, normal force distribution, and COF data; a log transformation was applied to the muscle activation pattern data to result in nonsignificant skewness (Tabachnick and Fidell 2007) , and these transformed data were used for the ANOVAs and t tests. A significance level of p value <.05 was considered significant for all statistical analyses.
Results
The overall static power grip force profiles for stroke survivors and controls obtained from experiment 1 are shown in Fig. 2 . The maximum total normal force for stroke survivors was 43 % reduced compared to the control (154 N vs. 270 N). This extent of grip force reduction is comparable to the previous study (Boissy et al. 1999 ). The new finding of this study is that phalanx force angular deviation is Fig. 2 Mean phalanx force angular deviation, shown as the spread of the fan, was significantly greater for stroke survivors compared with healthy controls. Mean grip forces were substantially reduced for stroke survivors compared with healthy controls, as seen by the shorter fan height for stroke survivors substantially greater for the stroke survivors. Altered phalanx force direction post-stroke was associated with an altered muscle activation pattern with more reduced FDI and EDC muscle activities compared to the FDS activity and larger force estimation error after stroke, but without any skin friction change. This increased phalanx force deviation was significantly correlated with lower hand motor function in stroke survivors. The distribution of the remaining force across the phalanges and fingers was unaltered in stroke survivors. Detailed results are described below.
Increased phalanx force angular deviation for stroke survivors Stroke survivors gripped with 34 % greater phalanx force deviation compared with controls on average (Fig. 3a , ANOVA subject group main effect with p = .03). Phalanx force deviation was significantly dependent upon the subject group, phalanx, finger, and interaction between the subject group and the finger (p < .05). Stroke survivors' phalanx force deviation was significantly greater than controls' for both grip efforts and all phalanges (Fig. 3b, c , ANOVA subject group main effect with p < .01 and nonsignificant interactions between subject group and effort and between subject group and phalanges with p > .05). The stroke survivors' phalanx force deviation was significantly higher for the thumb, index, and little fingers, compared with the controls (Fig. 3b , ANOVA subject group and finger interaction with p < .01, and post hoc significance found for the three fingers with p < .05). The frequency of phalanx force being distally directed was 56 % for the stroke subjects, which is comparable to 47 % for the controls.
Increased phalanx force deviation was significantly and negatively correlated with motor impairment scores Phalanx force angular deviation was significantly greater for stroke survivors compared with controls (ANOVA subject group main effect with p < .05) (effort levels, fingers, phalanges, and subjects pooled) (a), for both 50 % and maximum grip effort (b), for all three phalanges (c), and especially for the thumb, index, and little fingers (ANOVA, subject group and finger interaction with p < .05, post hoc significance marked with stars) (d). Non-transformed mean ± SE data are shown in the figure of the Chedoke-McMaster Stroke Assessment Hand Section (Fig. 4a , Pearson correlation, r = −.84 with p < .05). Stroke survivors' increased phalanx force deviation was also significantly and negatively correlated with a lower motor function score on the hand and wrist subdivision of the Fugl-Meyer Assessment (Fig. 4b , Pearson correlation, r = −.79 with p < .05).
Similar grip force distribution
The distribution of normal force across the fingers and phalanges was similar between stroke and controls: They both gripped with the largest normal force produced by the distal phalanges (Fig. 5a, c ) and the thumb (Fig. 5b,  d) , consistently with the previous study (Radhakrishnan and Nagaravindra 1993) . The percent contribution of the phalanx normal force to the total normal force was significantly dependent upon the phalanx and the finger (ANOVA with p < .05), but not significantly dependent upon any other factor or interaction with the subject group (ANOVA with p > .05). Similar observations were made when resultant force magnitudes (instead of normal force) were examined for distribution across the fingers and phalanges, with no significant difference between the two subject groups.
Overestimation of 50 % grip for stroke survivors
During the 50 % effort grip, the control subjects gripped with 46 ± 3 % (mean ± SE) of their maximum grip force, which was not significantly different from 50 % (t test with p > .05). On the other hand, the stroke survivors gripped with, on average, 68 ± 11 % of their maximum grip force, which was significantly different from 50 % (t test with p < .05).
Altered muscle activity pattern post-stroke Each muscle's activity (in %MVC) is shown for the stroke and control groups in Fig. 6a . Muscle activity was significantly dependent upon subject group, effort level, muscle, and the interaction between group and muscle (ANOVA with p < .05). While the overall muscle activity was lower for stroke survivors compared with control (ANOVA subject group main effect p < .05), the reduction in muscle activity was more pronounced for the EDC and FDI muscles compared to the FDS muscle (ANOVA subject group and muscle interaction p < .05). This greater reduction in the FDI and EDC muscle activity than the FDS muscle for stroke survivors is apparent when the relative muscle activity is examined (Fig. 6b) . Compared to healthy controls, stroke survivors' FDI and EDC activities relative to FDS muscle were significantly lower (ANOVA subject group main effect with p < .05 as well as Tukey post hoc p < .05 for stroke vs. control for both muscles). The underactivation was greater for the FDI than EDC muscle (ANOVA, muscle main effect and subject group and muscle interaction with p < .05). The interaction between group and effort was also found to be significant (p < .05), while the effort main effect was not (p > .05).
Similar skin COF
There was no significant difference in COF between the finger skin and the paper grip surface between the two subject groups (t test with p > .05). The mean COF of the paper surface with the finger skin was 0.43 ± .03 (mean ± SE), similar to previous findings for healthy adults ranging from 0.3 (Buchholz et al. 1988 ) to 0.5 (Gee et al. 2005) . This COF value means that the threshold for slippage (the maximum phalanx force deviation allowed before slippage, calculated as arctangent of the COF) for the grip surface used in this study was 23° for both stroke survivors and controls.
Discussion
Altered power grip force profile for stroke Post-stroke power grip was characterized by 34 % greater phalanx force angular deviation accompanied by reduced FDI and EDC muscle activities relative to FDS and inaccurate force estimation, compared to age-matched controls. The skin friction did not differ, indicating that this change in phalanx force direction is not mediated by skin friction change. This increased phalanx force deviation was significantly associated with lower motor function scores. Consistent with the previous study (Boissy et al. 1999) , stroke survivors produced reduced maximum grip force compared with the age-matched controls. However, the distribution of the remaining grip force across the fingers and phalanges of the hand was similar to the controls.
Potential mechanism for altered power grip force profile following stroke: altered muscle activation pattern
One of the possible explanations for this greater phalanx force angular deviation during power grip after stroke is disruption in the coordinated force outputs across individual muscles for the hand. Both the FDI and EDC muscles were underactivated for stroke survivors, with greater underactivation observed for the FDI muscle. Grip requires coordination among all muscles for the hand to produce grip force toward the object, and disruption in the balance among individual muscles' force outputs can directly alter the direction of phalanx forces (Valero-Cuevas 2000; Johanson et al. 2001) . For instance, weakening of any single muscle can limit force production in a specific direction (Kutch and Valero-Cuevas 2011) . Specifically, the intrinsic muscles, including the FDI muscle, are important for directional force control (Long et al. 1970; Valero-Cuevas et al. 2000; Milner and Dhaliwal 2002) . Weakening of the FDI and other intrinsic muscles has been shown to increase digit force angular deviation from the normal direction based on a biomechanical model , and weakening of the intrinsic muscle group has been speculated to contribute to altered digit force deviation in older adults (Cole 2006) . Therefore, the increased phalanx force angular deviation may be attributable to the observed altered muscle activation pattern with greater underactivation of the FDI and the EDC muscles, and potentially other intrinsic and extensor muscles, relative to the long finger flexor muscles after stroke. This specific pattern of altered muscle activation after stroke was observed in the past (Seo et al. 2010) and is thought to be mediated by a disinhibited reticulospinal tract resulting in the hyperexcited long finger flexor muscle (Zaaimi et al. 2012) relative to other muscles. In addition, the distal intrinsic muscles may require more corticospinal drive than more proximal muscles (Palmer and Ashby 1992; Turton and Lemon 1999) , leaving them more vulnerable to reduced neural activation post-stroke.
Furthermore, intrinsic muscles may suffer from disproportionately greater underactivation due to changes occurring within the muscles: Intrinsic muscles are composed predominantly of type II muscle fibers (Hwang et al. 2013) , which have been shown to be particularly prone to atrophy post-stroke (Dattola et al. 1993; Hu et al. 2007) . Although underactivation of the FDI and EDC muscles may have contributed to increased phalanx force deviation, the normal force distribution over the phalanges and fingers remained unchanged after stroke. This finding is consistent with the literature that describes the role of the intrinsic muscles as controlling the direction of finger force (Milner and Dhaliwal 2002) and the role of finger extensor muscles as stabilizing the finger joints (Chao et al. 1976) , while the large long finger flexor muscles play the major role in force production in the normal direction (Li et al. 2000) . As such, the trend with the major force concentrated on the distal phalanges powered by the extrinsic flexor muscles did not change after stroke in this study.
Potential mechanism for altered power grip force profile following stroke: posture Another explanation for altered phalanx force direction for stroke survivors is a difference in finger posture with respect to the gripping surface compared to healthy controls. Although subjects' finger alignment to the three measuring pads was controlled when the subjects' hand was placed on the dynamometer initially for each trial, it is possible that the position and orientation of the phalanges shifted during power grip exertion. For instance, stroke subjects' altered muscle activation could have caused a curling or rotation of the finger during the grip, affecting the direction of the force vector and causing an increase in the proximal-distal shear force. Although finger postures were not recorded in the present study to substantiate this possibility, the results of the present study show that the force vectors applied to the object differed for stroke survivors compared to healthy controls, which has functional implications for grip stability during daily activities involving power grip as discussed in the next section.
Potential mechanism for altered power grip force profile following stroke: somatosensory deficit An alternative explanation for the greater phalanx force angular deviation during power grip after stroke is impaired somatosensation post-stroke (Di Fabio and Badke 1991; Carey 1995; Turton and Butler 2001; Hermsdorfer et al. 2003; Niessen et al. 2008) . Somatosensory feedback is critical in the control of digit force magnitudes and trajectories during gripping (Nowak et al. 2001; Zatsiorsky and Latash 2004) . The diminished somatosensation often found for stroke survivors (Carey 1995; Turton and Butler 2001) has been shown to contribute to stroke survivors' excessive force fluctuation (Blennerhassett et al. 2007) , inappropriate grip force regulation (Blennerhassett et al. 2007) , and improper safety margins ). The stroke survivors tested in this study exhibited impaired somatosensation, as seen by the overshooting of grip force estimation at 50 % of maximum effort. The impaired somatosensation could have hindered stroke survivors from correcting their phalanx force direction reaching toward the threshold of slippage, resulting in the increased phalanx force deviation observed in this study.
Functional implications of stroke survivors' altered phalanx force deviation
As previously discussed, the phalanx skin slips against the gripped object surface when phalanx force deviation reaches the cone of friction, calculated as the arctangent of the COF between the finger and the grasped object (MacKenzie and Iberall 1994) (Fig. 1) . Stroke survivors produced an average 19° ± 2° phalanx force deviation, closer to the slip threshold of 23° for the grip surface used in the present study, compared with controls who kept their phalanx force deviation low at 14° ± 1°. The COF between the finger skin and the grip surface was not significantly different between stroke survivors and controls, indicating that both groups had the same slip threshold and the increased phalanx force deviation was not afforded by increased skin COF post-stroke. This phalanx force deviation near the slip threshold poststroke represents grip instability and likelihood of object dropping. Indeed, a previous study found that excessive digit force deviation for stroke survivors was accompanied by finger slippage of at least 1 cm in 55 % of all pinch grips (Seo et al. 2010) . The increased phalanx force deviation near the slip threshold also implies potential hand slippage, while stroke survivors try to hold onto a support pole in a bus or in the shower, which could lead to falling and serious injury. Given the tight relationship between the phalanx force deviation and grip stability, it is not surprising that stroke survivors with greater phalanx force deviation were found to have lower motor function scores indicating difficulty in hand grip function.
In addition to greater finger-object slippage, greater phalanx force deviation can lead to reduced phalanx normal force. Increasing phalanx force deviation can decrease the phalanx normal force by tilting the force vector such that the force in the normal direction decreases and force in the shear direction increases. Specifically, in the present study, the phalanx force deviation reduced stroke survivors' potential normal force by approximately 14 % (calculated by taking the average difference between phalanx resultant and normal force).
Clinical implications of stroke survivors' altered phalanx force deviation Clinically, this research finding may encourage a new therapy to improve stroke survivors' gripping and motor functional scores via a force direction training rehabilitation paradigm using biofeedback . Furthermore, since an altered muscle activation pattern with EDC and FDI underactivation could have contributed to increasing the phalanx force deviation, a muscle-specific strength training program such as resistance training (Laidlaw et al. 1999; Barry and Carson 2004) or neuromuscular electrical stimulation could improve activation of the specific underactivated muscles (Chae et al. 1998 ) and reduce the phalanx force deviation, thereby potentially improving stroke survivors' grip. In addition, design modification for commonly used household items could assist in accommodating stroke survivors' altered force direction (Slota et al. 2014) .
Furthermore, applying more grip force than is required by the task, such as the grip force overshoot observed in this study during the 50 % maximum grip task, can lead to an earlier onset of muscle fatigue and decrease one's ability to perform daily activities ). This could be especially true for the tasks where a high grip effort is required, such as cooking, holding onto a bar while riding the bus or train, or pushing and pulling a cart in a store.
Increased phalanx force deviation could also partially explain reduced grip strength in the aging, in addition to the age-associated muscle atrophy (Kallman et al. 1990 ), changes in muscle fiber type composition (Klitgaard et al. 1990; Lexell 1995) , and alterations in the neural activation of the muscles (Akima et al. 2001; Barry and Carson 2004) . In general, stroke survivors and aging adults' reduced grip strength is especially important to consider since there is evidence that grip strength is an indicator for life expectancy (Cooper et al. 2014 ).
Limitation
One of the limitations of this study is that only the shear force in the proximal-distal direction was recorded, due to space constraints for the strain gauges inside the custombuilt grip dynamometer. Force in the medial-lateral direction is expected to be minimal because grip is performed primarily in the finger flexion direction and abduction/ adduction strength is reduced post-stroke (Lang and Schieber 2004a) , and because the grip dynamometer was supported against gravity in this study. Nonetheless, if stroke survivors gripped with greater medial-lateral shear force than healthy individuals, the extent of tilt in stroke survivors' force vector reported in this study may be an underestimation and the true deviation in force direction could actually be greater than reported in this study.
Conclusions
The present study demonstrated that stroke survivors perform power grip with greater phalanx force deviation compared to age-matched controls, although the slip threshold between the skin and grip surface was not significantly different between stroke survivors and controls. Distribution of phalanx grip normal force was similar for stroke survivors and healthy controls. Altered muscle activation patterns with reduced activation of the FDI and EDC muscles compared with the FDS muscle may account for increased phalanx force deviation. Impaired somatosensation following stroke may also account for the increased phalanx force deviation as well as the grip force overshoot. Increased phalanx force deviation could reduce the grip strength and increase the likelihood of finger-object slippage, thus leading to reduced grip stability and an increased rate of object dropping or loss of grip. In addition, stroke survivors' grip force overshoot may indicate that they develop muscle fatigue earlier in tasks requiring submaximal force. Decreased phalanx force control and grip force overshoot may limit stroke survivors in completing everyday tasks and progressing in rehabilitation, leading to long-term negative effects on hand function post-stroke. The knowledge obtained in this research could be applied to develop more sophisticated rehabilitation therapies or assistive devices that correct altered phalanx force deviations and assist in approximating target grip force levels.
